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An Excel Macro was created to provide researchers with an easy to use resource in order
to calculate the two dependent samples maximum test as provided in Maggio and
Sawilowsky (2014), which permits conducting both the two dependent samples t-test and
Wilcoxon signed-ranks test on the same data while eliminating concerns related to Type I
error inflation and choice of statistical tests.
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Introduction
Inferential errors are easy to commit, and they are compounded when conducing
multiple tests (either serially or in parallel) on the same data. In the case of the
two dependent samples t-test and the Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks (WSR) test, in
general the former should be used if data are known or expect to be normally
distributed, otherwise the latter should be used, assuming the treatment alternative
is a shift in means. (Blair & Higgins, 1985; Bridge & Sawilowsky, 1999; Gerke &
Randles, 2010; Wiederman & Alexandrowicz, 2011). Researchers also cannot
conduct both tests on the same data without increasing the Experiment-wise Type
I error rate (Sawilowsky & Fahoome, 2003).
A solution strategy is known as the maximum test, whereby the researcher
puts “various score statistics together and takes the maximum of them” (Kossler,
2010, p. 2), then the maximum of the two tests are compared to a critical value
obtained on a joint sampling distribution for the two tests. This strategy eliminates
two concerns; (1) Type I error inflation, and (2) choice of statistic (Algina, J. et al,
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1995; Blair, 2002; Tarone, 1981; Willan, 1988; Fleming & Harrington, 1991; Lee,
1996; Ryan et al., 1999; Blair, 2002; Weichert & Hothorn, 2002; Neuhauser et al.,
2004; Opdyke, 2005; Salmaso & Solari, 2005; Yang et al., 2005; Kossler, 2010;
Maggio & Sawilowsky, 2014).

Purpose
The purpose of this article is to provide researchers with an easy to use Excel
macro that calculates the two dependent samples maximum test. It is based on
critical values provided in Maggio and Sawilowsky (2014).

Methodology
Download the Macro (http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/jmasm/vol13/iss1/32) or
contact the first author via e-mail. A screenshot of the Excel worksheet is located
in Figure 1.

Input
The process of obtaining the maximum test p-values, critical values and a
determination of whether or not to “reject” or “fail to reject” a null hypothesis is
as follows:
1.

Obtain the t value (or p-value) for two samples dependent t test on
data (e.g., via statistical software) and input that value in the
appropriate cell of the worksheet. For example, the t value is placed
in cell D80, or if the p value associated with the t test it is inputted in
cell D81.

2.

Obtain the Z (or p value) for the Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks test and
place it in cell D82. (or D83)

3.

Input or select the sample size in cell D84. (samples are limited to df
= 8 to 30, 45, 60, 90, & 120)

4.

Input or select the desired alpha level for a two tailed test (0.05 or
0.01) in cell D85.
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5.

Input or select the number of tails (“2” for two-sided test; “1” for
one-sided test) in cell D86.

6.

Left click on the button that reads “Click here→ Output”.

Conclusion
The macro reports the output in cells D90 through D95. If the p-value for t is
inputted in cell D81 then D90 contains the corresponding t-value. The
Max(t)/critical value, p(Max), and statistical decision appear in cells D93 D94,
and D95, respectively.

Figure 1. Screenshot of the Excel Worksheet

The two dependent samples maximum test that can be used in lieu of choice
between the two dependent samples t- test and Wilcoxon signed-ranks when the
distribution from which samples were drawn is unknown. Both the classical
parametric and non-parametric tests can be safely conducted on the same data,
with the maximum of the two refereed to the new table of critical values that are
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designed to maintain the Type I error rate to nominal α while guaranteeing the
maximum power of the two tests (Maggio & Sawilowsky, 2014).
The maximum test is easy to compute with or without an excel macro.
Maggio and Sawilowsky (2014) provided the maximum test critical values for a
two tailed test and a clear example to follow. Readers are encouraged to review
that article.
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